Each Achievement is scored in 1 of 3 ways: Multiple Times (M), Once to each Player (P), and Once per Round (1). Each Achievement has points
associated with it, some are negative . Some Achievements require a public vote which will require a 51% majority. Some require a private vote,
which should be written down and concealed.
** NOTES:1. "≥3" reads as "3 or more." 2. For post game achievements, make notes during the game if needed. 3. "Constant" Achievements are the same on EVERY list, the
rest vary list to list. 4. A complete round is from the start of someones turn until the start of their next turn. 5. Each Changeling counts only once, and as only 1 type for
achievements (you pick)**

***Create games that EVERYONE will love to remember, not the ones you'd like to forget. ***

CONSTANT
(1)

M,P,1

Turn
Counter

#

Achievement

Criteria

Points
Available

*1*

The Quickening

Be the only player not eliminated (THERE CAN BE ONLY
ONE)

3pts

Be the most entertaining player at the table (group vote
post game, cannot vote for yourself)

2pts

Either take a turn of 5+ minutes or take more than 1
extra turns/phases in a row (‐1pt per extra turn/phase)

‐1pt

Eliminate a player prior to their 5th turn (‐4pts PER
player you eliminate BEFORE their 5th turn)

‐4pts

At each turn's cleanup step, lose 1pt for each land you
destroyed this turn, BEYOND the first land you destroyed
this turn (THIS DOES NOT USE THE STACK)

‐Xpts

Be the first player to control a vanilla creature (NO
abilities) (Bonus 1pt if it's NOT a token)

1pt

Be the first player to control 3 BASIC lands

1pt

Be the first player to control a legendary creature that is
NOT your Commander

1pt

Be the first player to control a creature with
Horsemanship or Shadow

1pt

Be the first player to control ≥3 artifact creatures

1pt

Be the first player to control ≥2 planeswalkers at the
same time

1pt

Be the first player to play a permanent with a Theros
block set symbol or art set in Theros (Bonus 1pt if
features a creature in a toga)

1pt

Have EXACTLY 5 copies of any permanent under your
control at any one time

1pt

Be the first player to have a card in your graveyard with
the letter "Z" in it's name

1pt

Highlander (Movie, 1986)

*2*

Are you not entertained?

CONSTANT (M)

Gladiator (Movie, 2000)

*3*

It just keeps going and going and going…
Energizer Bunny (TV Commercial, 1989‐?)

*4*

Bogus. Heinous. Most non‐triumphant
Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure (Movie, 1989)

*5*

Ha ha! You fool! You fell victim to one of the classic
blunders ‐ the most famous of which is "Never get
involved in a land war in Asia"
The Princess Bride (Movie, 1987)

1

Baskin Robbins always finds out
Ant‐Man (Movie, 2015)

ONLY ONCE PER ROUND (1)

2

Elementary, my dear Watson!
The Return of Sherlock Holmes (Movie, 1929)

3

I don't know how to put this, but, I'm kind of a big
deal...People know me... I'm very important
Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy (Movie, 2004)

4

It's an entirely different kind of flying, altogether. ‐‐ It's
an entirely different kind of flying
Airplane! (Movie, 1980)

5

Never send a human to do a machine's job
The Matrix (Movie, 1999)

6

Say hello to my little friends
Scarface (Movie, 1983)

7

Toga! Toga!
Nat'l Lampoon's Animal House (Movie, 1978)

8

YAHTZEE!!!
Not Applicable

9

Zed's dead, baby. Zed's dead

ONLY ONCE TO
EACH PLAYER (P)

MULTIPLE TIMES
(M)

Pulp Fiction (Movie, 1994)

10

11

12

13

14

Play a spell or ability which creates a Squirrel AND/OR
remove a Squirrel from the battlefield (all points are per
effect, NOT per squirrel) (Limit 3pts)
Almond Joy/Mounds TV Commercial
When there are ≥3 Gods in play, each player gets 1pt for
You only need to convert to three more religions,
each God they control AND every player gets 1pt for
Piscine, and you'll spend your life on holiday
each NEW God (by name) they play from then on (Limit
Life of Pi (Movie, 2012)
4pts per player)
Damage or target another player with a spell or
Et tu, Brute?
permanent they own (Bonus 1pt if it's with their
Commander)
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar (Play, 1599)
If you want to view Paradise, simply look around and Control a land that's able to produce every color mana in
your Commander's color identity (Bonus 1pt if it's a basic
see it
land and you're not mono‐colored)
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory (Movie, 1971)
Sometimes you feel like a nut, sometimes you don't

Have an equipment on YOUR battlefield that has the same
My mother gave this to me before she died. It was her
name as equipment that was/is controlled by an opponent OR
lucky machete
Nacho Libre (Movie, 2006)

15

Why is the rum ALWAYS gone? (Note: each player can
only score this for their FIRST pirate)

1pt

Xpts

1pt

1pt

1pt

control an opponent's equipped creature

Control a Pirate (Get 1pt for each pirate PUT INTO PLAY
thus far. So first pirate=1pt, second pirate=2pts, …)

Xpts

Equip/Enchant a creature with something that makes no
sense (ie: equip boots onto a snake) (group flavor vote)
(Limit ‐3pts)

‐1pt

Take ≥5 damage from creatures with a BASE power of 1
or less over the course of the game

‐1pt

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest (Movie, 2006)

M

16

Jump the shark
Pop Culture

P

17

You're killing me, Smalls
The Sandlot (Movie, 1993)
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